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Picture above by Garrett Easley with GE Photography—See
page 2 for more info

Oshkosh Thoughts
By Michael Stephan

L

ooking back at this year’s convention, my first
thoughts are it was hot; then nice; then rainy
and muddy; the B-29; Canards; tons of walking; and a fun week.

My trip started on Friday before the show. I linked up
with Marvin Brott and Ken Krebaum at Aerocountry,
and we flew our three RV-8’s the five hour flight to Oshkosh. Weather was a small issue, but we made it without
delay. Interestingly, we parked in the same spots we had
the last time we were there, which is about ten yards
away from where I parked the first year I went. There
were several other members who went. Bruce Pauley
flew his RV-7A for the first time this year. Bruce Fuller
hitched a ride with Norm Biron in the Glastar. They
parked on the flight-line and camped in the campgrounds
with the Glastar group. Chris Pratt flew up again this
year with Danny King in their RV-8’s. Jim and Jane
Quinn were also there, and as usual, I had fun spending
some time with them. Jay Pratt and Carol were also
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there helping out in the Avery booth. Lewis Shaw
brought the Pinto Jet back this year. There are a ton of
people from Texas that make the trip. It is fun catching
up with those people that I see at Oshkosh every year.
There wasn’t any big announcement or new product that
set the convention on fire, but there are a few things that
deserve mention.
First is the retirement of Tom Poberezny. I think we all
saw this coming and appreciate all the work Tom did in
service to the convention and to EAA.
The tribute to Burt Rutan was another highlight. It was
impressive to see so many canards on the flight-line as
well as Burt’s more interesting designs in Conoco/
Phillips Plaza (formerly Aeroshell Square). The Boomerang is one of my favorites, and I got a chance to see it up
close. Scott Carter brought his award-winning airplane
back to the show and parked in the field of Rutan inspired
designs.
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September 6th Chapter Meeting

September 20th Board Meeting

The September Chapter
meeting will be on

The BOD meeting will be held on Tuesday September 20
(ONE WEEK LATER THAN NORMAL) at the Farmers Branch Library at 7:00 PM. The minutes from the
August BOD meeting recorded by Frank Prokop are as
follows:

Tuesday September 6th. It will be
held at the Farmers
Branch Library, located on the northwest corner of Webb
Chapel and Golfing
Green Drive. The
meeting will be held in
the auditorium and will
begin at 6:30 p.m. and finish
by 9:00 p.m.

There are no notes from last month’s board meeting. Sorry for the inconvenience.

September 10th Chapter Fly In

For those that attended the November chapter meeting in
2009, we were treated to a presentation from Michael
Combs. At the time and with the ink still wet on his sport
pilot’s license, he was preparing to fly in all 50 states in
his LSA certified Remos GX.
Well here we are almost 2 years later, and Michael comes
back to us to talk about his adventures during his trip of a
lifetime. Come to this month’s meeting and find out if he
completed his trip and hear about some stories from this
truly unique journey.
You can read more about Michael and his trip at
http://www.itsneverevertoolate.com/

September Newsletter Folding
And Social Hour

This month we’re heading south for Pecan Plantation’s
annual fly-in. It’s a 3-way fly-in with Pecan Plantation,
EAA Chapter 983, and Vans Air Force all calling it their
fly-in.
When we designate a big fly-in such as this one as our
chapter’s fly-in, we don’t usually set a time to meet. The
fly-in goes from 9:30am to 4pm with lunch usually starting around 11am. If the weather’s good, this is usually a
very well attended local event. There are raffles and
Young Eagle rides to add to the excitement of the day.
The top prize in the raffle is an Apple i-Pad, and you
don’t have to be there to win. Tickets for the i-Pad raffle
are $10 each or 6 for $50. You can actually buy them
online even if you don’t plan on attending the fly-in. Go
to Chapter 983’s web page to buy tickets via PayPal.
http://www.eaa983.org/
Also this year, they are featuring photography from Garrett Easley. If you haven’t see his work yet, you can see
examples on his web page:
http://www.texasfromabove.com
Two things to remember if
you’re flying to Pecan. If
you haven’t been there in
a while, there is a new
runway to the East of Pecan called “The Landings”, so please don’t mix
the two up. Also, because
of that new runway, all
pattern traffic takes place
on the West side of the
runway. And lastly, make
sure you check the Unicom frequency!

As of press time, we did
not have a host for this
month’s get-together. If
you’d like to volunteer
your hangar or home for
this monthly event, please
contact Michael Stephan.

Thanks to Bill Bracken for
hosting this past month’s
get-together.
Photo taken at Oshkosh by Garrett Easley
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(Continued from page 1)

The Fokwolf-190 grabbed most of the attention in
Warbirds area. It was a first for the show and you could
tell. It got a lot of close inspections. The warbirds area is
one that has seen quite a bit of improvements, and they
have speakers speak in a forum next to the airplanes with
bleachers for the spectators. This year you could have
listened to Bob Hoover speak about his career next to his
P-51 Old Yeller. It was also the centennial celebration of
Naval aviation, which was on display during the airshows.

Fokwolf-190 guarded by 2 very serious looking men

But, FIFI stole the show. The B-29 was flown in and
landed by chapter 168 member David Oliver, who is also
the operations manager for FIFI. It was the heart of the
Plaza for the whole week and had a large crowd around it
the whole time. Since the Dreamliner didn’t show up till
Friday, FIFI had all the attention. The B-29 also flew
several times as part of the airshow. It was very impressive. Congratulations to the local CAF wing. They work
overtime to keep the B-29 and the B-24 flying, and we are
lucky to have both airplanes at Addison.

There were a few other items of note. My favorite was
the Quest Kodiak with the tiger paint scheme. It was the
most over-the-top paint scheme at the show, and the immense size of the plane on floats was incredible. There
was also a SeaBee that was immaculately restored. It
won the top award in its category. The Thunder Mustang
always makes me stop and wonder if I could every muster
up the money to build one. The twin pod, electric powered, four-seat Pipistrel was the most radical design I saw
this year. There was also an interesting Aerostar conversion with Rolls Royce jets hung beneath the wings. Two
other airplanes that had buzz were the Bugatti racer replica that was on display in the EAA tent and the 90-percent
scale spitfire kit, whose factory moved from Australia to
Cisco, Texas (near Abilene).

My favorite story is one that I missed. While I was
spending the evening with a family that I know in town,
Marvin, Ken, Richard Wingfield, and Tom and Jeff Ferraro went over to the University Student Union building for
some evening conversation, when Richard VanGrunsven
walked in. He was talked into joining them. I got the
report later that they sat and reminisced about past airplanes and fly-ins for about an hour and a half. What a
treat!
(Continued on page 4)

David Oliver flies FiFi to Oshkosh - Photo from airventure.org
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Of course, you can’t have a discussion of Airventure with
a discussion on awards. We were fortunate to have a few
members receive recognition this year. Lewis Shaw won
the judges’ award for Best Jet with his Temco Pinto Jet,
and Ken Krebaum won a Bronze Lindy for his RV-8. I
was excited for Ken when I heard that he had won. Ken
invested many years getting every detail just right. Ken’s
RV is not about expensive gadgets or an outlandish paint
job. It is about fit and finish and the judges recognized it.
It is a beautiful airplane. Congratulations Ken!

A Moment in Time for Chapter 168
By Marvin Brott
Can you tell me which EAA chapter had a member that
owned the very first Vans Aircraft RV? You guessed it,
our Chapter 168. Dick Cavin, the patriarch of 168 for
many years, bought RV 1 from Van in 1968 for the sum
of $3750. I asked Van at Oshkosh this year if Dick
bought RV-1 from him and he said, only after Dick pestered him to reluctantly sell it. Van indicated this was a
couple of years before he had the RV-3 flying. I remember RV-1 being based at Addison in the 1970s. In 1977
Dick sold the airplane to John Kearns, another 168 member, for $4450. In 1982 it went down to Houston where
it went through a couple of owners. For years its presence
and heritage went un-noticed. But now it has resurfaced
and is in Jay Pratt’s faculty for a restoration. The plan is
to get it flying and after a few air shows put it in a museum.
Take the time to read more details about the history and
plans for RV-1 at http://www.rv-1.org and thanks to
Mel Asberry for researching the Bill of Sale.

Ken’s RV-8 on it’s first flight back in March of last year

Of course there was much more at Oshkosh than I can fit
into this space. To get more details, visit the EAA website (eaa.org) and there is a blow-by-blow description of
all things interesting, with pictures and videos.
It is odd to be talking about Airventure in September, but
it gets me excited about going back next year (now that
the aches and pains have subsided). At the end of the
show, they announced that next year’s show will include
a tribute to the founder of Vans Aircraft, Richard
VanGrunsven. So there will be plenty of RV flyers making plans and should make for an interesting show. So set
aside the last week in July, and I will see you there.
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The history is really extraordinary for this airplane. What
is amazing is this old airplane still exists after bouncing
around after 58 years. It started out as Stits SA3A Playboy with a 65 hp Continental A-35 (built by Ray Benckendorf of Streator, Illinois) and went through more modifications than one can imagine. Of course the big mod
came shortly after 1963 when Van bought this Playboy.
In 1965 he designed, built and installed a set of cantilever
aluminum wings (now the famous RV wing) to replace
the strut-braced wood and fabric originals. It was then
renamed RV-1 and flew great. And as they say, the rest is
history. We are talking nearly 50 years of history with
7417+ RVs now flying in this airplanes shadow. The heritage and importance of RV-1 is incredibility linked to the
history of sport aviation and EAA.
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My Work To Be Featured In Museum
By David Buono
To follow up on Marvin’s great article about the history
of the RV-1 and it’s ties to our chapter, I had the chance
to contribute a small bit to the historic airplane this past
month. And since the airplane will eventually end up in
EAA’s museum at Oshkosh, I can now say my work will
be featured in the EAA museum!

Group photo courtesy of www.rv-1.org

The first RV-1 work day was advertised on Vans Air
Force well ahead of time. The stars aligned so I was able
to make it, and I was actually on time. When I got to my
hangar, my hangar mate was there so I pressured him into
coming along. The day was supposed to start at 8am, and
when I walked into Jay’s hangar at 8:05am, there were
already 4 people working on the airplane. I should know
by now with most of the RV crowd, you’re either early or
you’re late!
When I got there, my first job was to inspect the donuts
and sausage rolls. Hey, you have to start somewhere,
right? The fuselage was in the air conditioned part of
Jay’s hangar, not surprisingly, that was the area everybody wanted to be working. I decided it was a little too
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crowded in there, so I started on the wings, which were in
the hot part of the hangar. First job was to clean them,
because they seemed to have about 10 years of grime on
them. By the time I got started on them, I had 3-4 helpers, and I wasn’t complaining.
After cleaning up the left wing, I took the aileron off for
further cleaning and inspection. There was some rust on
the brackets and hardware, so that was my next job. After
getting all the rust off, I taped everything up and primed
the now bare metal.
One thing that kept coming up as new people arrived for
work was the overall mantra we were to follow. We are
returning this airplane to the condition it was in when Van
owned it. In other words, we’re not rebuilding a show
plane here. This plane was always being worked on and
tweaked, and a lot of the parts were one-off homemade
items. I think everybody kept thinking of this plane sitting in a museum and wanted things to be perfect, but
that’s not the game plan. Another example is where
things could be done better like the vented fuel cap. In
it’s current state, if left out in the rain it could collect water that could end up in the fuel tank. One of the past
owners figured that out and put a forward facing
“snorkel” coming out of the cap. Sticking to our mantra,
off came the snorkel, because it wasn’t on there when Van
owned the airplane.
With my work on the left wing done, I wondered over to
the right wing and started looking for something to do.
There was a crack in the inboard most rib. It started in
one of the lightning holes and extended down and across
with an overall length of about 2 inches or so. Tom
Moore from chapter 1246 was looking at the same thing,
so we decided to tackle it together with Walt Aronow
(A&P) acting as our QA inspector.
A doubler had to be made, but it would be tricky because
of the way the metal flares out around the lightning hole
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Museum Work

(Continued from page 5)

and obviously the hole is round, so we had two different
shapes to take into account. With me only being a year
and a half into RV ownership, I have a serious lack of
repair skills. Thankfully, I haven’t had to do any on my
plane yet!
We found a suitable piece of scrap metal that could serve
as our patch. I cut it to a rough size, and then we started
bending. Bend, fit… Bend, fit… Bend, fit… Over and
over again… We slowly worked the patch into the shape
we wanted. When we thought we had a good enough
patch, we’d call Walt over and he’d say it was okay, but
we could do better. Ugh… Bend, fit… Bend, fit…. We
finally had a pretty good looking patch that Walt approved of. Tom marked the holes, I clecoed and drilled
them, and Tom squeezed the rivets to set the doubler in
it’s final resting place.

About the time we finished up that doubler, it was time
for lunch. Jay and Carol cooked up some hotdogs and
brats on the grill. After a big lunch and with the temps
approaching 100 degrees, it was time to head home. As I
was pushing the plane into the hangar, I felt pretty good
about contributing a little sweat to a great project. My
next goal is to convince the EAA to display the plane
with no wing root fairings so the world can actually see
my work!
Chapter 168 was well represented in the group of volunteers that day. Former members Don Christiansen and
Doug Reeves along with current members Bruce Pauley,
Charlie Kerns, Jay Pratt, and myself were all there. It’s
only fitting since the chapter already had a history with
this airplane.
The next “work day” is Saturday September 17 at Hicks
in Jay’s hangar at 8am. There’s plenty to do, some a little
technical (reinstall panel) and some not (more washing/
cleaning). If you’d like to get your name in the logbook
and be part of this historic aircraft, make your way over
there on that Saturday. And if you can’t make it or don’t
want to physically get involved, they are taking monetary
donations as a 501(3)(c) non-profit group. You can read
more about the history and plans for the future on the
friends of RV web page: http://www.rv-1.org

My partner in crime, Tom Moore, riveting the doubler in place

The finished product
September 2011
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Gene Spaulding Honored

Bill’s Big Floats

By Michael Stephan

By Michael Stephan

Last month we honored the life of our friend Gene
Spaulding with a touching ceremony at the DFW National
Cemetery. Gene received military honors including a
rifle salute and live Taps. The honor was completed with
a pair of fly-bys by Lewis Shaw in his Temco Pinto Jet.
It was very fitting, since Gene spent many years working
for Temco.

Last month, Bill Bracken was kind enough to host the
newsletter assembly at his hangar at Grand Prairie. He
had his float project on display. He plans to put these kit
built floats on his Glastar. Like most floats, these things
are enormous and quite a bit of work. Bill has one side
finished and is about half way done on the second one.

Jim Quinn helped coordinate the ceremony, and we had
many Chapter members that attended. It was a touching
farewell to a good friend.

We had a good time at Bill’s hangar and appreciate his
hospitality.

Donuts at TKI
By Michael Stephan

Why I Fly
By Michael Stephan

Last month while reading my Sport Aviation, I stopped in
the light flying section and read the article by Dave Metheny summarizing his 30 years flying ultralights. The
largest airplane he ever owned was an aircoupe but eventually sold it and went back to ultralights.
I was one of those kids that when an airplane flew overhead, I looked up. Didn’t matter what it was.
What hit a chord was the end of the article. When someone asked, “Where can you actually go in one of those
contraptions?”
Dave replied, “That’s easy. When I leave the ground, I’m
already there.”
Exactly!

Last month our Chapter fly-in was to TKI to join the
McKinney Chapter’s monthly donut and coffee gathering.
Several of us flew in and even more drove in. It was a
pretty nice morning for some hangar flying. It was a bit
warm, but there was plenty of ice-cold water. It was fun
talking to our friends in the McKinney Chapter. Coming
up on October 29 is their annual Chili Cook Off. It is
always a deliciously good time. So, save that date.

Upcoming Chapter Events
We normally don’t advertise chapter events in the newsletter more than a month in advance, but I thought these 2
were worth mentioning so people could get them on their
calendar.
Saturday October 15, the chapter will be touring the aircraft maintenance facilities at Southwest Airlines. More
info will be in next month’s newsletter.
Our November speaker is astronaut Tom Henricks. Come
ready for a presentation that will be out of this world!
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Runway Status Lights
Press Release From The FAA
(editor’s note: These are being piloted at big airports,
but eventually they will start making their way into smaller airports. Keep your eyes open for this change)
What Are Runway Status Lights?
Runway Status Lights (RWSL) are a series of red inpavement lights that warn pilots of high-speed aircraft or
vehicles on runways. They operate independently of Air
Traffic Control. Runway Status Lights have two states:
ON (lights are illuminated red) and OFF (lights are off)
and are switched automatically based on information
from the airport surface surveillance systems. RWSL will
improve airport safety by indicating when it is unsafe to
enter, cross, or takeoff from a runway.
The RWSL system has two types of lights. Runway Entrance Lights (RELs) are installed at taxiways and Takeoff Hold Lights (THLs) on runways.
Runway Entrance Lights
Runway Entrance Lights (RELs) are a series of red inpavement lights spaced evenly along the taxiway centerline from the taxiway hold line to the runway edge. One
REL is placed before the hold line and one REL is placed
near the runway centerline. RELs are directed toward the
runway hold line and are oriented to be visible only to
pilots entering or crossing the runway from that location.
RELs that are ON (illuminated red) indicate that the runway ahead is not safe to enter or cross. Pilots should remain clear of a runway when RELs along their taxi route
are illuminated. Lights that are off convey no meaning.

be occupied by another aircraft or ground vehicle. THLs
that are ON (illuminated red) indicate that the runway
ahead is not safe to takeoff. Pilots should refuse takeoff
clearance if THLs are illuminated. Red THLs mean do not
takeoff. Whenever a pilot observes the red lights of the
THLs, the pilot will stop or remain stopped. The pilot will
contact ATC for resolution if any clearance is in conflict
with the lights. Lights that are off convey no meaning.
The system is not, at any time, intended to convey approval or clearance to takeoff. Pilots must still receive an
ATC clearance to takeoff.

Help Celebrate Paul’s 90th Birthday
From EAA National
On Sunday, September 11, EAA will honor its own living
legend in a day-long celebration of Founder Paul H.
Poberezny’s 90th birthday! EAA members are invited to
Oshkosh to help celebrate – we’ve even arranged for
ConocoPhillips Plaza to be open for aircraft wishing to fly
in. Planned activities include a pancake breakfast,
AirVenture Museum open house throughout the day,
Founders’ Wing tours (Paul and Audrey will greet visitors
in the Founders’ Wing Library beginning at 1 p.m.), and
much more.
Be there at 3 p.m. for birthday cake and to join in singing
“Happy Birthday” to Paul. For more information, call 800
-236-1025.

The system is not, at any time, intended to convey approval or clearance to proceed into a runway. Pilots remain obligated to comply with all ATC clearances, except when compliance would require crossing illuminated
red RELs. In such a case, the crews should hold short of
the runway for RELs, contact ATC, and await further instructions.
Takeoff Hold Lights
The Takeoff Hold Light (THLs) system is composed of
red in-pavement fixtures in a double row on either side of
the runway centerline lighting. Fixtures are focused toward the arrival end of the runway at the “Line Up and
Wait” point and extend in front of the holding aircraft
beginning 375’ beyond the runway threshold and extending for 1,500’. Illuminated red lights provide a signal, to
an aircraft in position for takeoff or rolling, that it is unsafe to takeoff because the runway is occupied or about to
September 2011

EAA Founder Paul Poberezny gives the familiar thumbs up
from Red One at AirVenture 2011. Photo courtesy of eaa.org
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My First Gyro Copter Ride

they can fly! No wings and no fast spinning rotor blade?
How does this thing stay in the air? I was soon going to
find out.!

By David Buono
I recently found myself in Annapolis, Maryland for the
baptism of my best friend’s baby girl. My friend Eric, a
pilot himself, told me he
had a little something
special planned for me in
Maryland, and the only
hint he would give me is
it had to do with flying. I
had no idea what was in
store, but I was looking
forward to whatever it
was going to be while
hoping for good weather.

After topping off the tanks, we strapped in and got the
good ol’ Rotax fired up.
As we were taxiing, it felt
like we were in a go-cart.
Between the sound of the
Rotax and not being able
to see any moving parts,
it just didn’t feel right!
We roll out onto the runway and Mike starts the
pre-rotator-thing-a-mabob
(highly technical term),
and the over head rotor
starts spinning. Finally
something’s moving!

On Friday morning, we
drove from his house in
Annapolis across the
beautiful Bay Bridge to
The takeoff roll was
the Bay Bridge Airport
shorter than I expected, so
(W29). He introduced
were airborne before I
me to his friend Mike and
My ride for the day
knew it. The ride was
told me that Mike would
smoother than I expected.
be my pilot for the day. Hmm… Was I going to be
I expected the constant chop like a small helicopter gives
whisked away in a private jet off to some exotic island in
it’s occupants. The chop was ever-so-slight, but over all
the Caribbean? Maybe a ride in an old warbird? I had a
it was pretty smooth.
hundred options running through my head, and I couldn’t
take another second of not knowing what the surprise was
We flew low and slow over the Chesapeake Bay, and it
going to be.
was gorgeous! Mike demonstrated a couple of tight turns
and the “almost hover” maneuver. Hey, these things realAfter a bunch of small talk that seemed to take forever,
ly can fly! Before long, back to the airport we head for a
we opened the hangar door, and there was my ride. An
nice touchdown and the shortest landing roll I’ve ever
almost brand new, open cockpit gyrocopter from a Gerseen.
man company called AutoGyro. My initial feelings were
very mixed. My only exposure to these machines were
Thanks to Eric and Mike, I have a whole new appreciathrough pictures and stories told by fellow chapter 168
tion for what these birds can do. I look forward to my
members. I love to try new things and ride in different
next ride, whenever that may be!
kinds of aircraft, but… They certainly don’t look like
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Upcoming Events

trained here. More info: http://www.bftsmuseum.org

(editor’s note: September and October might be the busiest time of year for aviation related events around North
Texas. With the temps dropping into a more comfortable
range and the threat of thunderstorms subsiding, it’s a
great time to get out and fly!)
When: Saturday September 3, 9am-12pm
Where: McKinney Airport (KTKI)
What: EAA Chapter 1246 First Saturday Coffee and
Donuts - Come socialize with your fellow local pilots at
one of the more popular regular fly-ins. This monthly
event has been going on for some time now and is well
attended. Drive in or fly in for the fun! More info:
www.eaa1246.org
When: Saturday September 3, 10am-4pm
Where: Lancaster Airport (KLNC)
What: Warbids On Parade - Each year this celebration
attracts thousands of individuals both young and old, all
of whom will recognize and remember your organization
as one of the valued sponsors who make this day possible.
This event at Lancaster Airport has grown each year to
become a family celebration symbolizing American patriotism, love of freedom and regard for our heroic service
men and women. War birds on Parade, A Salute To Veterans, is our annual community outreach project. It is just
one day of the year-round effort by the Commemorative
Air Force to memorialize the effort, the sacrifice and the
heroism of all American Veterans of World War II by
maintaining and flying the aircraft that helped preserve
our freedom. Nothing stirs the emotions like a flyover of
WWlI aircraft with their roaring engines of a bygone era.
Help us keep history alive! More Info:
http://
www.contrails.us/caf_dfw_wing
When: September 12-18
Where: Reno, Nevada
What: 2011 National Championship Air Races - Some
of the best pilots in the world take to the skies over Reno
one week per year looking to be crowned the best of the
best. There are 6 classes of aircraft, so there’s something
for everybody’s tastes. Come see aircraft race wingtip-towingtip at over 500 mph! More info: www.airrace.org
When: September 16-18
Where: Terrell Airport (KTRL)
What: Flights of Our Fathers - This year the theme will
include a salute to veterans of all branches of the services,
recognizing the honor and valor of our fallen service men
and women, and including the ultimate sacrifice of five
young men from the City of Terrell. The weekend events
are included within a reunion of those men who were
September 2011

When: Saturday October 1, 6pm-12am
Where: Cavanaugh Flight Museum, Addison, TX
What: 1940’s Hangar Dance - Greatest Generation Aircraft is hosting their 1st Annual Hangar Dance fundraiser
This 1940s-style hangar dance will feature music by Buddy's Big Band!!! Tickets includes swing dance lessons by
Studio 22 from 6:30 -7:15 pm, dance, food, band, costume dance contest: GGA Members: 40 donation. NonMembers: 45 donation. At the Door: 50 donation. O'Club
Tables: 1,000 donation per seat, 9,500 per table of 10
O'Club Seats/Tables include a B-25 DC-3 ride the night
of the event, 2 drink tickets, 2 raffle tickets, as well as
admission to dance, food, band, costume/dance contest,
etc. We also are looking for sponsors, so if you're a business owner interested in one of our various Hangar Dance
Sponsor levels or an individual wanting to purchase tickets, contact Dana at 817-659-9249 or email greatestgeneration@yahoo.com. We also have a block of rooms at the
Intercontinental Hotel in Addison and transportation to
and from the dance will be provided!!! Tickets may be
purchased online at http://www.b25.org/2011-HangarDance.html or by calling 817 659 9249
When: October 14-16
Where: Cedar Mills (3T0)
What: 14th Annual Splash-In - Join us at Cedar Mills
3T0 on beautiful Lake Texoma for North Texas' most informative and fun safety seminar and fly/splash-in. Forums...presented by the FAA, aviation instructors, and
representatives of aviation equipment manufacturers, including avionics, aviation industry and aviation education
programs. Flying events scheduled for Saturday and Sunday both land and sea! Join the fun...camp under your
wing or enjoy and airstrip cottage. Don't Miss Out! Aviation Guest speaker at the Octoberfest Feast! More info:
http://cedarmills.com
When: Saturday October 29
Where: McKinney Airport (KTKI)
What: Chapter 1246 Annual Chili Cook-Off - We invite
you to try your hand at fixin' a "Bit of the Red". The more
cooks, the merrier!! All chili should be cooked at home
and brought to the event. There is electricity for crock
pots, but if you have a camp stove or the like, bring it to
keep your chili warm. Remember to bring a big serving
spoon or ladle too. Be sure to name your chili; it adds to
the fun part. The event is rain or shine, and you can drive
or fly in for the festivities.
More info: www.eaa1246.org
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Classifieds
For Sale: Slick Mags removed from O-360 Lycoming,
#4371 Impulse (366 hrs), #4370 Non-Impulse (zero hrs),
includes spacer and harness, will need drive gear for
4370. 4371 $300 - 4370 $750 OBF Marvin Brott
pmbrott@sbcglobal.net 214-726-9117
For Sale: David Clark headset TSO $100. Hydraulic
Wing jack for RV aircraft (RV Easy Lift System). New
condition – used once. $140. Tail dragger dragger for RV
or other tail wheel aircraft. $125. Tools: Pneumatic and
hand. Just about enough to build an RV or other sheet
metal aircraft. 35 items, mostly from Avery Tools and all
ready to work. New price for these tools is more than
$1850. Sell for $700. Aircraft parts, 20-50% of cost: New
UMA suction gauge , electric boost pump, tachometer,
rod end bearings, aluminum tubing, Call or email for list
and prices. George Kilishek (972) 250 2906 or
s_kilishek@yahoo.com.
For Sale: Granbury Texas Airpark Home/Hanger For
Sale $269,900 - 3509 Nassau Ct., 76049 (Nassau Bay)
Beautiful home with large hanger on Nassau Bay Airpark.
Two story home with enclosed upstairs patio, two separate living areas, iron/brick fenced, covered RV parking.

Hanger is 50x34 and has 2 electric automatic doors with
direct access to hanger from house. Well maintained and
move in ready. Website with pictures: http://
mysite.verizon.net/resy4wnc/index.html
Owner:
bob_myrick@me.com or 214-729-2260
Realtor: Pam
Knieper at 817-243-8345 / pam@knieperteam.com
For Sale: Sensenich fixed pitch aluminum prop setup for
a O 360 (76” dia 65” pitch, spacer and 12” dia. spinner).
Less than 60hrs since installed new. $2750 - Bill Bracken
817-925-4699
For Sale: 6 pieces of 6061-T6 aluminum. They are all
4’x12’. 5 of them are .025 and I have one .032 sheet. I’m
asking $50/sheet for the .025 and $55 for the .032. Contact Jim Ley at 214-703-9144 or Jim@LeyTech.com if
you are interested.
For Sale: Fiber Glass Cloth For Sale Bi directional 8H
satin Weave Aeronautics/Aerospace grade, 13.3 mils
thick, 50” wide, warp strength 562 lbf/in, fill strength 518
lbf/in, 14.43oz/sqyd, compatible with all resins, in original packaging 125 yard rolls. Comparable price at Aircraft Spruce, over $9/yard. $400 per roll, that’s only
$3.20 per yard to EAA members. Cut lengths $7/linear
yard 50”wide with a $50 minimum. Call Jim Carney 214763-6784.

To place an ad: Submit requests for aviation related For Sale or Want ads to the newsletter Editors. Ads are free to Chapter 168 members. Ads from nonmembers
will be run on a space available basis. Ads will be run at the newsletter Editors discretion.
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We would like to make you aware that as always, in past, present, and future, any communications issued by Experimental Aircraft Association, Chapter 168, Inc., regardless of the form,
format, and/or media used, which includes, but is not limited to, Hangar Echoes and audio/ video recordings is presented only in the light of a clearing house of ideas, opinions, and personal experience accounts. Anyone using ideas, opinions, information, etc. does so at their own discretion and risk. Therefore, no responsibility or liability is expressed, or implied, and
you are without recourse to anyone. Any event announced and/or listed herein is done so as a matter of information only and does not constitute approval, sponsorship, involvement,
control or direction of any event (this includes Oshkosh). Bottom line, we are responsible for nothing. Please read, listen, enjoy, and be careful out there.
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DALLAS CHAPTER 168 MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION/RENEWAL FORM
New Member
Renewal
Info Change
Membership dues for EAA Dallas
Chapter 168 are $20/year.
Make checks payable to EAA
Chapter 168
Mail application to:
EAA Dallas Chapter 168
PO Box 168
Addison, TX 75001-0168
National EAA offices:
Experimental Aircraft Association
EAA Aviation Center
PO Box 3086
Oshkosh, WI 54903-3086
http://www.eaa.org
National EAA Membership:
1-800-JOIN-EAA (564-6322)
Phone (920) 426-4800
Fax: (920) 426-6761
http://www.eaa.org/membership/
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